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Abstract— The pace of technology adoption in the broadcast
industry is moving forward slower than in broadband media
services because of different aspects. While the broadband
penetration rate is growing sharply, the required investment
to embrace the broadband content catalogue into the actual
broadcast solutions is a major challenge. Nowadays, broadband
media services offers more content by means of Internet as
the main distribution system for media exchange. Due to the
success of Over-the-top (OTT) services, there is no doubt
that a global transition is about to come. Nonetheless, the
broadcast transition period and required investments are
considerably higher than in the broadband market. The
principal aim of this paper is to assess the key points
to take into account to assure the compatibility of OTT
content in a broadcast environment. This paper dives into the
implementation considerations to make broadband purpose
video processing frameworks ready for broadcast pipelines.
Market solutions usually perform transcoding for legacy
compatibility needing a big processing capacity while losing
fidelity during recompression. This approach will generate
on the fly live content usable in broadcast contexts and
technical environments while saving storage, mantaining the
original encoded signal when possible. The approach is a
reliable and cost-effective media delivery method optimized
for live HTTP-based Adaptive Streaming media and real
time broadcast media delivery with muxing correction. In
order to show completeness and validate the presented aspects
this paper describes the performed implementation. For
this purpose, professional tools of broadcast validation and
reference broadband sequences have been used.

Keywords: DTV, Broadband, Broadcast, Transmuxing, DVB,
MPEG Transport Stream, HTTP Adaptive Streaming (HAS),
HLS, MPEG DASH, Buffer model, Interoperability, Technology
adoption.

I. INTRODUCTION

IN the last two decades, the broadband Internet services
has undergone an overall increase in the number of

accesses per inhabitant in Europe. Due to this fact, the
supply of content from Internet has increased exponentially
[1][2]. Therefore, users are aiming for a wider content offer,
as broadband operators also aim for growth in broadband
subscribers base. As a consequence of the customer base
growth, enriched and personalized content, such as multi-
view TV, different language selection, and other features has
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grown. Apart from the previously mentioned aspects, broad-
cast technologies provide, generally, richer performance than
broadband distribution technologies in terms of latency,
stability and implacability. Notwithstanding, the broadband
technology benefits from the bidirectional communication
capabilities, contrasting with the essence of the broadcast
delivery methods. This enhances the development of cus-
tomized and interactive media services through users’ re-
quests.

However, in certain environments the cost-benefit ratio
of upgrading the whole infrastructure and equipment is not
affordable. Additionally, the transition period in broadcast
requires more time than what markets demand. It is difficult
to gauge the market adoption period exactly as it relies on
several factors, but presumably it could be around 20 years,
as happened from analog to digital [3].

On the grounds of these issues the following research
designs a new transition, based on the existing ICT infras-
tructure that addresses not only the previously mentioned
economic repercussions, but also those concerning practi-
cability. The design of the transition tackles the problems
which arise when trying to provide interoperability between
broadband (OTT/IPTV) and broadcast environment contents.

While Digital Video Broadcasting (DVB) complies with
the MPEG-2 standard, which has been designed to be used
in noisy/lossy environments, broadband market systems are
driven by different Quality of Service (QoS) approaches.
This occurs because DVB has been designed to be used in
environments where the errors are likely, whereas the broad-
band works over Internet and was originally created for data
exchange rather than for audiovisual content transmission.

The main contribution of this paper is to analyze key
points to make broadband content compatible with broadcast
specifications ready to be delivered over broadcast infrastruc-
tures. As mentioned above, the requirements for broadcast
are tight and strict and therefore the content designed for
broadband often does not meet these requirements. This
paper goes deeper designing and implementing the required
workflow over a representative open source framework em-
ploying a computing model ready for broadband media
processing, working in push and pull mode instead of free
running. This approach would maximize the potential for re-
use of all types of digitally produced content generating on
the fly live content usable in broadcast contexts and technical
environments while saving storage.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows.
Section II presents the background of the MPEG-2 transport
stream (TS) standard, part of the MPEG-2 standards family,
the most widely deployed standard for multimedia services in978-1-5090-4937-0 Copyright c© by IEEE



the broadcast industry. Section III describes the most relevant
issues to achieve the transition. In Section IV there is an
overall overview of the implemented solution. To conclude,
Section V shows the results of the approach and Section VI
summarizes the conclusions and future work.

II. BACKGROUND

These days the delivery of every DTV system adopts
MPEG-2 standard, using MPEG-2 transport stream (TS)
(MPEG2-TS) to this purpose [4]. This format provides
efficient mechanisms to multiplex different audio and video
data streams into one delivery stream. These standards are
widely used in the broadcast industry, as it is with Advanced
Television Systems Committee (ATSC) [5] and Digital Video
Broadcasting (DVB) [6].

In the context of broadband delivery technologies, the
means used in the industry are HTTP Adaptive Streaming
(HAS) techniques like HTTP Live Streaming (HLS) [7],
Adobe HDS [8], Microsoft Smooth Streaming and Dynamic
Adaptive Streaming over HTTP (MPEG-DASH) [9]. HAS
imitates traditional streaming via short downloads in HTTP
client which downloads small video chunks. HAS is a pull-
based protocol [10] that easily traverses middleboxes, such as
firewalls and NAT devices. At the same time, it keeps mini-
mal state information on the server side, making servers more
scalable than conventional push-based streaming servers.
Last but not least, concerning existing HTTP caching in-
frastructure, the protocol stack of HAS is not different than
any other HTTP application. This allows distributed Content
Delivery Networks (CDNs) to enhance the scalability of
content distribution where individual segments of any content
are cacheable as regular Web objects.

MPEG has developed a number of content delivery stan-
dards to support real-time delivery formats. These stan-
dards intended for use in broadcast environments are now
mainstream in broadband networks. Standards like MPEG-
1, MPEG-2, MPEG-4, ISO BMFF (Base Media File Format),
MPEG-DASH and DVB, which are the widespread solutions
to deliver media content in current broadband and broad-
cast networks. The current broadband contents, provided by
means of CDNs empowering OTT services, are Variable
bitrate (VBR) [11] in order to optimize the volume of traffic
delivered by the network and the downloading rate of media
across the Internet networks. In order to avoid the problem,
hardware transcoding is widely used to convert Constant
bitrate (CBR) content into VBR [12], providing the transport
of different media qualities across the network and providing
a channel capacity optimization according to the different
hardware possibilities available today. In the case of the
broadcast environment, CBR content delivery is required,
adding stuffing bytes after the payload of media content.
Generally speaking, transmuxing has the main advantage
of maintaining quality, taking advantage that most extended
video codec is H.264 (79% at 2017) [13], which is also used
in broadcast.

In the same way that broadband content grows, encrypted
content also does. To improve interoperability with protected

content on the Internet, it is necessary to consider the
encryption schemes used for example in HLS (AES-CBC),
or MPEG DASH CENC[14]. Internet traffic is encrypted
over 70% [15] and is expected to grow in the following
years. Broadcast encryption could be maintained using other
solutions if needed.

These specifications are a response from the industry to
the tendency in the consumption environment of multimedia
to enjoy through several types of devices. Concerning such
heterogeneous ecosystem of specifications and delivery pro-
tocols tailored to the different devices used to play contents,
it is important to make content production costs and tech-
nical delivery efficient. It is required to minimize overheads
coming from the adoption of such wide spectrum of formats
corresponding to specific contexts. In this line, forwards and
backwards compatibility of the compression system is a ma-
jor requirement during the specification of new formats and
the development of compliant systems [16]. The forwards
and backwards compatibility, cross compatibility, upgrade
and downgrade compatibility usually means a translation of
codecs, muxers and delivery protocols. The way different
research activities and market solutions fix these situations
is usually related to transcoding, moving from the stream to
the raw audiovisual signals to generate an appropriate stream.
Nevertheless, this process needs a big processing capacity
while impacts on the fidelity of the generated content (PSNR)
due to severe re-loss during recompression [17].

The major added value from the approach described in
this paper lays on the design and the implementation which
try to maintain the original encoded signal when possible.
This benefit is twofold. On the one hand, the costly task for
decoding and encoding the audiovisual flows is saved. On the
other hand, the original fidelity of the compressed content is
kept.

The first aspect is becoming critical due to the need of
hardware embedded solutions able to process concurrent
flows, exploiting built-in multimedia features. Complex soft-
ware appliances typically consist of multiple software pro-
cesses running concurrently to exploit the available computa-
tional resources in the hardware. However, the computational
complexity of these software processes is often variable and
the processes can interfere with each other [18]. This can be
an issue for real-time applications with a fixed timeline like
low delay video encoding. Keeping re-encoding out when
possible, minimizes hardware processing stress.

The second aspect is related to preserve the original
audiovisual signals, turning the processing idempotent or
loss-free like other works [19]. In our case, when broad-
band codecs are compatible with broadcast specifications
only remuxing is done. This concerns to video, audio and
subtitles/captioning. This feature is mandatory for some
business models where near-duplicate video copies accuracy
performance needs to be achieved for duplication-aware
storage, pirate video detection or polluted video tag detec-
tion [20]. Video watermarking to protect the video owner’s
copyright, video content integrity and authenticity [21] and
avoid severe damage on the profit of producers, is another



feature preserved by our solution. Here, the preserved media
integrity also fosters the accuracy of audience share systems.

III. TRANSITION FROM BROADBAND TO
BROADCAST

The following section explains the transition process,
performing a comprehensive analysis of the MPEG standard,
more precisely on MPEG-2 Transport Stream (TS), which
is the media delivery used in DVB systems. Therefore, the
evaluation dives into certain aspects and provides methods
for synchronizing the video and audio, while ensures that
the decoder respects the buffer model. This means a highly
accurate handling of media timestamps and the muxing
clock. Additionally, several relevant factors will be assessed:
the VBR and CBR rate control schemes analysis, the required
minimum PCR accuracy study, the computation model, the
lightweight processing load, as well as other ones required
to comply with the broadcast specifications.

As mentioned above, MPEG2-TS is used in DVB, Ad-
vanced Television Systems Committee (ATSC) and Internet
Protocol TV (IPTV), although regarding to the broadband
standards is also used in HLS to transport media stream in a
container form encapsulating packetized elementary streams
into a fixed size (188 bytes) packet structure and interleaved
to form a distribution of multiple streams of audiovisual
content. Fig. 1 shows the different types of elementary
streams (e.g. video, audio), associated through the Packet
identifier (PID) value to a specific Packetized elementary
stream (PES). In the case of DVB, different streams are
combined, forming a multiple program TS. To co-ordinate
and control all the information Program-specific information
(PSI) is also required, along with other signaling tables like
Program Association Table (PAT), Conditional Access Table
(CAT), Program Map Table (PMT) and so on.
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Fig. 1. MPEG2-TS muxing schema.

The MPEG-2 Systems are standardized and specified
on [4], DVB project and standardized by ETSI, which
describes the different multiplexing buffering methods and
sync implementations, summarizing different requeriments
and guidelines for each element.

The fundamental requirements for MPEG and DVB moti-
vate the major design decisions our system. The main issues
to be met by a MPEG2-TS muxer to generate DVB broadcast

compliant contents pivot around three main aspects: first, the
generation of a PCR clock; second, the translation of a VBR
stream into a CBR one to track the highly tight restrictions
in terms of packets in between contiguous PCR packets;
third, a multi-stream re-arrangement of video and audio flows
in order to provide favorable buffering conditions for thin
devices.

All the measuring specifications are categorized in the
technical report [22], and represents the basis for majority
of hardware based MPEG stream analyzers. The Transport
Stream integrity is checked with the MPEG-2 Conformance
test defined in [22]. They are grouped into three categories
according to their importance for monitoring purposes. In the
case of HLS, which is the dominant standard for Adaptive
Bitrate (ABR) streaming [13] and has MPEG-2 Transport
Stream media segments, the first priority group of errors
has implications in the decodability on the TS stream. The
transport stream media segments inside the HAS playlist
must be error free regarding the parameters in first column
of Table I. The parameters in the second column of the table
are bounded to DVB and broadcast environment. So they
are more unlikely to be satisfied by broadband and Internet
streaming services. These errors are more stringent in Digital
TV broadcast, causing frozen frames and loss of lip sync.

TABLE I
List of parameters for evaluation according to [22]

First priority Second priority
TS sync loss Transport error

Sync byte error CRC error
PAT error PCR error

Continuity count error PCR accuracy error
PMT error PTS error

PMT error 2 CAT error
PID error

A. PCR regeneration

One of the key aspects to address the correct playback in
DVB environments is the Program Clock Reference (PCR).
The PCR accuracy is required to occur at maximum of
100ms intervals in order to decode the stream correctly and
play without artifacts in TV. These errors are inside second
priority PCR errors. The PCR time stamps are necessary to
synchronize the decoder System Time Clock (STC) with the
encoder STC. The PCR conveys the time stamp informa-
tion, which is sampled at 27 Mhz. A typical scenario of
hardware muxing normally implies hardware based clock
generation with an accuracy independent to the processing
load. Nowadays, this resolution has been improved in all
Linux based OS [23] under 1ms, facilitating the software
clock generation.

The Video and Audio Decode Time Stamp (DTS) and
Presentation Time Stamp (PTS) are used to create the PCR
according to detected input bitrate in the source. The HAS
input is analyzed during a fixed period of time, and the 27
MHz clock PCR is adjusted to media sampling frequency.
The PCR is monotonically crescent in the same way as DTS



and PTS, so the PCR can be determined from the video and
audio DTS although the first is in 27 MHz base clock, while
others are in 90 KHz clock. Therefore, clock conversion
must be made to create PCR and clock drift happens as the
incoming video source is in VBR.

Furthermore, padding null packets are employed to fix
a constant rate rate between PCR, throughput bytes and
PTS/DTS steps, according to the specification. To achieve
the minimum PCR accuracy and other second priority er-
rors, stuffing bytes are added, obtaining an output bitrate
illustrated in Fig. 2, with the PCR interarrival time fixed
through the previous calculation of the input bitrate.
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Fig. 2. Output bandwidth comparison with the input bandwidth.

B. Drift fix

The typical existing transmuxing and software-based
transcoding architectures can suffer from clock drift
[24],[25]. Since the video and audio processing time is not
equal for frame types, the frame parsing time drift entails
processing time drift in the same way as in the transcoding
software schemes. An essential parameter for the definition
of the pipeline is the calculation of the PCR rate. To this
end, it is necessary to parse the manifest file which can
provide the required bandwidth without any assessment. If
the manifest does not provide this measure, the average
bitrate of the media, the calculation have to fix a PCR rate
while adding an overhead to avoid the undesired peaks that
causes degradation in video quality if are not taken into
account. It should be noted that the drift is caused by the
variability of the bitrate in the broadband streams. It has
also been found that the rate quality or the PTS/DTS and thus
PCR bases changes during the same stream when different
type of events happens (ads, change of the program,...), so
this drift fix also prevents this type of error compensation
required from the moment the media is maintained and not
transcoded.

C. Buffer model

In order to approximate the buffer model defined in
the standard [4], and following the principles of the leak
method, the data rate calculated in the first step is used to

respect the rate determined to the output, prioritizing this
information over the data and video type specifications. The
leaky bucket model, applied in the same manner to the
broadband and broadcasts contexts, is a way to model the
buffering requirements in order to playback any media stream
smoothly. To this end, the buffering done in video and audio
type streams are fixed with a independent delay. This is done
due to the rearrangements that are made in the video frames
(type P or B frames) and the absence of these patterns in the
audio.

In this regard, the Transport System Target Decoder (T-
STD) buffer model described in [4] references a conceptual
decoder, which specifies that main buffer overflow, under-
flow, empty, delay and so on does not occur while the input
stream is moving data to output stream on the basis of the
timestamps. The Fig. 3, shows the ideal buffer operation,
representing the DTS evolution over the time and how the
buffer is unloaded every buffer window of time.
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Fig. 3. Buffer model operation.

IV. IMPLEMENTATION

The implementation is done on top of GStreamer1, an open
source multimedia framework. In this way the solution take
benefit from the wide set of extensible plugins which support
different codecs, muxers and delivery protocols to be able to
transform any current or future broadband stream.

The solution has 2 main blocks. The muxer concurrent
pipelines that transform broadband streams into DVB com-
pliant ones, and the manager which bootstraps and monitors
the running pipelines.

Regarding the manager, first, it is in charge of discovering
the input protocols and formats inspecting target broadband
streams. In this manner, it shapes the concurrent pipelines to
transform incoming streams into broadcast compliant ones.
Second, as stated in the Section III, accurate incoming bitrate
estimation is the main variable which tunes parameters for a
DVB compliant format. In order to avoid overflows with live
segments and the bitrate variability that occurs in the change
of media contents, customized size overhead is introduced
for all muxed streams. Overestimated incoming bitrate is
inefficient in terms of bandwidth of the throughput, while
underestimated scenarios breaks the essential lineal relation
between number of bytes and PTS/DTS steps inside contin-
uous PCR. While processing VBR contents an unforeseen

1https://gstreamer.freedesktop.org



peak of traffic can produce severe degradation of scheduled
CBR. In that case, two options are applicable: update the
CBR throughput from that moment raising CBR throughput
indefinitely; or, the one implemented, to buffer the overhead
sending frozen PTS/DTS values, till the peak is absorbed,
while the PCR, which is related to the number of through-
put bytes, increments. Both ones produces discontinuities
that impact on the TV with artifacts. Third, the manager
bootstraps the muxer pipeline and monitor potential issues
such as Internet connection retries, performance degradation
linked to logs, etc. This workflow is shown in Algorithm 1.

Algorithm 1 Manager algorithm
function AnalyseStream(URL, time, target)

Input: URL . manifest Url
Input: time . analysis time for bitrate calculation
Input: target . target resolution from master manifests
Output: pipeline . selected pipeline according to input type

targetURL ← urlParse(URL, target) . option from master
manifests

bitrate ← fetchStream(targetURL, time) . average bitrate
pipeline ← buildPipeline(targetURL, bitrate) . constructor

procedure MonitorPipeline(pipeline) . monitor&events trigger
while playing do

pipelineControl(pipeline) . cpu and memory status
playlistStatus(targetURL) . track feed loss
if !ok then

event(message) . trigger event
rebootPipeline(pipeline) . pipeline reboot

function Stream2DVB(URL, time, target) . concurrent stream
pipeline ← AnalyseStream(URL, time, target)
launchPipeline(pipeline) . pipeline startup
MonitorPipeline(pipeline) . monitor and events trigger

Concerning the concurrent pipelines, the Fig. 4 shows the
muxer pipeline runtime. The pipeline includes the source
type and the appropriate demuxer and parsers depending on
the type of content (e.g. HLS, MPEG-DASH).
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Fig. 4. Transmuxer pipeline and system architecture for the broadcast
compatible output.

Going deeper, the MPEG2-TS muxer generates the right
PCR value according to the media flows timestamps, corrects
long-term deviations, turns the stream into CBR by means

of null packets, buffers the different media flows to realign
them, inserts PCR packets following an exact packet interval
rate, and finally makes TS packets packaging in payloads
of 1316 bytes. Main workflow features are described in the
Algorithm 2.

Algorithm 2 Muxer algorithm
function pushPackets(buffer, throughput, PCR) . output packets

Input: buffer . buffered data flow
Input: throughput . accumulated throughput
Input: cbrThroughput . scheduled CBR throughput

while !empty(bu f f er) do . more data
if throughput==cbrThroughput then

return . potential overflow is postponed/buffered
else

if PCR-DTS respect bufferModelOffset then
throughput+=outPacket(bu f f er) . within 1316

byte payloads

procedure InputBuffer(bu f f er, PTS , DTS ) . incoming flow
Input: bu f f er . full video frame or media data for a PTS/DTS
Input: PTS . PTS of the buffer
Input: DTS . DTS of the buffer

cbrThroughput ← cbr(PTS , DTS ) . target CBR throughput
if !PCR then

PCR ← instant(PTS , DTS ) . initial PCR
else

PCR ← deviation(PCR, throughput, cbrThroughput)
. PCR drift correction

if isVideoBuffer(bu f f er) then . new video PTS/DTS
if throughput != cbrThroughput then

padding ← cbrThroughput-throughput . bytes to
CBR level

pushPackets(newBuffer(padding), throughput)
. output null packets

throughput+=outPCR(PCR) . PCR packet within
1316 byte payloads

pushPackets(bu f f er, throughput, cbrThroughput)
. output packets

It is important to highlight that the processing pipeline
works in a push mode buffering, which means that the
processing callback runs every time a new buffer comes. So
it is necessary to buffer the input data to perform a inter-
buffer processing. This has direct implications in the shape
of the throughput that must be flat in terms or packets inter-
arrival, removing bursts. To this end, the data is queued inside
operational thresholds, specified by the manager. Dataflow
maintained within the boundaries during the pipeline execu-
tion helps to isolate processes in different threads to avoid
resource collision.

Last but not least, the support of encrypted content HLS
AES-128[4] and MPEG-DASH CENC[14], is brought by
OpenSSL hardware encryption/decryption lib. 2

V. RESULTS AND VALIDATION

The implementation described in the previous section is
tested with the industry standard MPEG analysis instruments
in order to assure that the interoperability and MPEG stream

2OpenSSL Cryptography and SSL/TLS Toolkit
https://www.openssl.org/



analysis tests are satisfied, evaluating the delivered overall
quality of experience.

A. Tools and Setup

Professional hardware 3 and software 4 are used for the
analysis and measurements of the results. Generated output
has been modulated and displayed in a TV, adding all the
necessary signaling and tables for correct tunning.

Furthermore, implementation of the software solution is
made in low consumption ARM based motherboard running
linux operating system. The ARM based platform also uses
a linux based operating system, thus the plugins operation is
assured. The server was running an Intel i7 Ivi Bridge Quad
Core CPU with 16 GB of RAM, and transmuxer on a similar
configured computer with Haswell CPU. The server was
configured to receive stream from a stand-alone hardware
encoder to avoid CPU overload cased by multiple encoding
threads. On the other hand, the ARM based motherboard
runs ARM Cortex-A9 CPU Quad core at 1GHz with 1GB
of RAM.

B. Media sources

The tests have been performed in different scenarios,
using mainstream CDNs and end-to-end closed systems with
diverse sources, providing different types of video and audio
codecs, resolution and input bandwidths.

The Table II shows the distinct sources, which have been
tested with different conditions, addressing the desirable
stability that is mainstream in DVB systems. The first 4
sources from the table have been used, as HLS it is made
up of several Transport Stream segments. Linking them
together and adding to a large enough unit test the MPEG-2
compliance analyzers are used to compare results between
the HLS feed and the transxmuer output.

TABLE II
Summary of tests sources used

Video
Resolution Bitrate(Kbps) Video

Codec
Audio
Codec

Source HLS 1
(online & live)5 720p 1800 H.264 AAC

Source HLS 2
(online & live) 720p 1950 H.264 AC3

Source HLS 3
(online & live) 720p 2250 H.264 AAC

Source HLS 4
(offline & live) 1080i/1080p 4000-8000 H.264 AAC

Source DASH 5
(online & live)6 720p 1825 H.264 AAC

Source DASH 6
(online & live) 720p 2000 H.264 AAC

Source MSS 7 7

(online & live) 720p 1950 H.264 AAC

Source MSS 8
(online & no-live) 720p 2275 H.264 AAC

3Tektronix Transport Stream Compliance Analyzer
4Elecard Stream Analyzer and DiviSuite
5Akamai (Mediaset sources, CBS, ...)

C. Results

Examining the PCR, PTS, and DTS values over time of
different HLS outputs directly, showed on the Fig. 5 as an
example, the VBR output shows different slopes and irregular
behavior over the time. On the other hand, the Fig. 6 shows
a fixed constant evolution of the identified packet types in
the graph, which also address the difference between CBR
and VBR.

256 - Service 1 H.264 | ISO/IEC 14496-10 Video PCR 256 - Service 1 H.264 | ISO/IEC 14496-10 Video PTS 
256 - Service 1 H.264 | ISO/IEC 14496-10 Video DTS
257 - Service 1 ISO/IEC 13818-7 Audio with ADTS transport syntax PTS
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Fig. 5. PCR/PTS/DTS graph on VBR fragment.
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Fig. 6. PCR/PTS/DTS graph on CBR fragment.

Therefore, it can also be observed that comparing Fig.
6 (a broadband stream transformed into DVB compliant)
to Fig. 7 (a native DVB signal), in both of them the PCR
evolution keeps in a constant rate over time, which validates
the muxing output as it has the same patterns as in the DVB
systems. As it can be seen in both examples, compliant offset
value between PCR and video DTS and PTS are shown.

Taking the TS rate into account and measuring in terms
of byte index, the PCR accuracy is measured, calculating
the PCR value difference from what is expected. It must
be within ±500ns for the color subcarrier to be synthesized
from the system clock. The muxer complies the different

6MPEG-DASH Compliant Dynamic MPD segment templates
7Microsoft Smooth Streaming Live and PlayReady Test Server Smooth

Streaming assets



301 - La 1 HD. H.264 | ISO/IEC 14496-10 Video PCR 301 - La 1 HD. H.264 | ISO/IEC 14496-10 Video PTS
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Fig. 7. PCR/PTS/DTS graph directly recorded from DVB source.

Fig. 8. PCR accuracy from a Internet source source.

demarcations (MGF1, MGF2 and MGF3) specified in Table
5.1 in the document [22], assuring that all the frequency
components related to the PCR measurements are satisfied,
delimiting the range of drift rate and jitter frequencies.

Fig. 8 shows how the HLS VBR sources from Internet do
not fulfill the minimum required accuracy, and CBR source
is required. Fig. 9 shows the results of PCR accuracy analysis
extracted from the output of the implemented muxer. In this
case, the MGF3 filter profile has been used for the tests.

Fig. 9. PCR accuracy after transmuxing.

Another measuring test for correct display of the video is
the PCR arrival interval, which the DVB recommends being
not greater than 40 ms. However, values outside the range of
0-100 ms shows irrecoverable errors and display artifacts or
glitches. A DVB compliant modulator or multiplexer should
recover PCR inaccuracy below the 100 ms.

Fig. 10. PCR Arrival Interval of the HLS sources from Table II.

Fig. 10 shows how the time interval behaves between two
consecutive PCR. This varies sharply for broadband sources,
possibly causing a clock jitter or drift that could end in the
receiver/decoder out of lock. The transmuxer output stays
in the range below the 40 ms (Fig. 11), showing lower
results depending on how much representative is the bitrate
calculation made in the first step of the manager.

Fig. 11. PCR Arrival Interval of the HLS sources from Table II after
transmuxing.

The CPU consumption has been compared in x64 system,
comparing the transmuxing low CPU consumption with
the CPU encoding (H.264/AAC), enabling the low latency
capabilities on the encoder to achieve the best performance
in detriment of the visual quality. Transmuxing does not



manipulate the sources, so the quality remains exactly the
same as in the source. The encoding done in the tests was
with a 2000 Kbps bitrate.

Fig. 12. Transmuxing and transcoding CPU consumption comparison in
x86 systems.

Fig. 13. Transmuxing and hardware transcoding CPU consumption
comparison in ARM systems with hardware video acceleration capabilities.

All the figures are representative samples of achieved
performance from above 1000 hours of processed content
to identify performance degeneration issues.

The encryption does not add overhead to the CPU con-
sumption, staying in the same levels when processing con-
tent encrypted with HLS AES-128[4] and MPEG-DASH
CENC[14], since hardware encryption/decryption libs are
used. This grants the support to different DRM systems, re-
maining the same pipeline structure and decrypting the media
content before demuxing with the HTTP client manager.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we have described a method for transmux-
ing OTT content, presenting the constraints of the DVB

environments compared to the broadband related ones. It
includes a study of different aspects to make transmuxing
in a software based approach, which makes compatible with
multiple technologies, standards and protocols for media
delivery that are changing over time.

The proposed system can process up to eight MPEG
streams, which limit is fixed by the I/O interfaces and not the
CPU usage, as metrics has shown in Section V. Furthermore
the system allows any decodable input type from Internet to
be muxed into standard codecs, making DVB fully compliant
Transport Stream. The comparison with transcoding was also
significantly interesting, as the vast amount of CPU resources
or need of specific hardware to make use of transcoding
always has a minimal impact on quality loss compared to
the source that transmuxing does not have.

Live and on-demand streaming experiences and formats
have been validated, synthesized and implemented over
ARM based architecture, doing stress tests alongside with
x86 platforms and making objective (MPEG-2 compliance
tests) and subjective (lip-sync and fluid playback) tests.

Appendix I
Acronyms

Acronyms Meaning

ABR = Adaptive Bitrate
ATSC = Advanced Television Systems Committee
CAT = Conditional Access Table
CBR = Constant bitrate
DTS = Decode Time Stamp
DVB = Digital Video Broadcasting
HAS = HTTP Adaptive Streaming
HLS = HTTP Live Streaming
IPTV = Internet Protocol TV
MPEG-DASH = Dynamic Adaptive Streaming over HTTP
MPEG2-TS = MPEG-2 transport stream (TS)
OTT = Over-the-top
PAT = Program Association Table
PCR = Program Clock Reference
PES = Packetized elementary stream
PID = Packet identifier
PMT = Program Map Table
PSI = Program-specific information
PTS = Presentation Time Stamp
STC = System Time Clock
T-STD = Transport System Target Decoder
VBR = Variable bitrate
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